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Ayokunle Falomo
Ayokunle Falomo is: Nigerian, a TEDx speaker, American, winner of the 2018 Stacy 
Doris Memorial Award and author of two self-published books - KIN.DREAD & 
thread, this wordweaver must! His work can be found in print (Local Houston 
Magazine, Glass Mountain, Berkeley Poetry Review, etc.) and online (The New York 
Times, Houston Chronicle, Houston Public Media, Write About Now, Mantra Review, 
etc.) Find out more about him at www.kindreadbook.com. 



FOR MY PEOPLE: 
MARGARET WALKER 
& YOUNG THUG IN 
CONVERSATION
Ayokunle Falomo

*

Jeffery, 

at what age did you discover you were black 
& small & different? Have you always been?

Jeffery, 

when you were but a child, did you 
ever mistake your teacher’s arm

for a mirror? Did you ever see yourself
as broken? You heard what The Fader
wrote about you? They say you sound

like a broken wind instrument. Does that make you
want to break the arms of the writer of the article

too? Once, you told us how you came from nothing 
& then reminded us again & again. I hear you

say you don’t know how to sing & maybe
that’s true. But if you will let me, let me
honor the years that honor how we try

to be anything at all. Once, a poet spoke
of the god of trying & oh how I am a disciple.

May I praise too, how you are no disciple
of convention, how you try to fashion5



for yourself a world where there is no
Adam or Eve, how in your world,

a gangsta can choose to wear

a dress or baggy pants. & this
(& more) you have done for your
people, Jeffery. May we all know

what it means to be this free. 

**

First of all... 

Aye lil’ boo,

who / are / you? Eh. Not important.

Question: what do you hear when 
you hear me say I’m going to

have a shootout & call it a parade? 
                                                                 

Of course,

we gon’ take lives. I’m ready to die
 

but we never die, this you already know. 

We multiply.
 

What’s death? What’s breath lost? What’s another
mother crying over another son who won’t return

home with his breath? We’re all boys, too grown 
for lullabies. Our mothers wish, one last time, to
sing us a song before we’re rocked to an eternal 

sleep. It’s war out here, I don’t need to tell you
this. And to the untrained ear, our martial songs 

sound just like dirges. But we don’t cry 

for our dead. Instead, we pour one out
for the bodies bullets continue to mistake for
bottles. I mean, look at all that blood pouring

out of them. And over here, we just call that
another day. I woke up. How’s that for a miracle?

Last night I prayed, thankful for this. And every day 

I pray a nigga don’t test me
to the point where I’m tempted

  
to spray. I be trying,

I promise. Me and my niggas be trying
to stay above all this shit, you know. We eagles 

& we gon’ keep flying high... Well, 

until fuck niggas try

bring us down

to they level.

***
You know 

much about eagles, Jeffery?    You know
they’re apex predators?

What’s that mean?                   They are
                                                on top

of the food chain.                Word.
I guess it means

if me & my niggas
are eagles, then

we eating. & trust
me when I say 

we put in work. 
Every day, we be 

in the kitchen,
cooking. Just

like my flow is,
it’s hot

out here
in these streets

like a motherfucking 
skillet.                                Well, 

you know

there is an eagle – red – 
on the coat of arms of Nigeria?

Oh word? Damn. I ain’t
even know that when 
                                        I made the song.



FELA GHAZAL
Ayokunle Falomo
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Oh son of man, did I not tell you you were a king over everything?
So tell me then why you still dey chop shit even with nothing

Here in the garden that anything we have named hunger can name as kin.
You are guilty. Yes, you are. Be ashamed. I cast you out with nothing.

& oh how my people roam, still. How them go follow Imam go for Mecca, 
Go follow Pope go for Rome. Them go dey follow follow & still nothing

Go come out of it. Say In Spiritum Heavinus. Amen. Say Allahu Akbar. Amen. 
& when I say oil money is still missing or ask if we are still lost, say nothing

Or I can’t remember or I don’t know. But still, we have to talk
About the long long time when Englishman arrive with nothing

In his hands but left with so much more than he came with
& look how much he left us with — nothing.

& when we tried to fight back, he armed some 
& ordered them to kill their brothers who had nothing

To fight back with. He said: beat dem and kill dem or if not, 
Beat into them – same thing – that di black man is nothing

Compared to the Englishman, and is inferior. Tell them English
Man is good & England is di best place, and there is nothing

Bad in it at all. Because, did the LORD not look at everything
He had made and call it good? Tell them America is nothing

But di best place too. Tell them it is practically heaven, 
Or at least it is to those who have nothing.

But not for long! For it is written: “The LORD shall fight for you, 
And ye shall hold your peace.” So, let us sing together: We have nothing

To lose. Yes indeed, we who have endured many wars will one day sing
“In the courts of the LORD’s house.” In this court we shall speak nothing

But English for the benefit of foreigners. And isn’t it always is to their benefits? 
If they ask, ‘who are you’ or ‘what do you have?’ Don’t say I no be nothing 

Or I no get nothing. I know, it has been said that in the beginning, 
Before God – like NEPA – said “let there be light,” there was nothing…

But me Fela, I get my voice and so then I challenge me Fela to challenge 
Those who rule Nigeria. I no go say I no be or no know nothing.



A CROWN OF 
NIGERIAN SONNETS 
FOR KING 
SUNNY ADE
        Nigeria yi ti gbogbo wa ni 

         Koma gbodo baje
Ayokunle Falomo
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King that you were and are, how
Symbolic that of all days,
You were born on the Lord's Day,
As Greece votes for monarchy –
One million, one hundred
 And thirty six thousand, two
 Hundred and eighty nine in
Favor of. We need not vote
To crown you King of Juju,
Sunny, you who were born of 
Your father, a king and you
Who sang of our Mother,
 This country of whom we all
 Are children of no matter
What tribe we were born into.
Oh you who reminded us
Of how we fought together
For independence and still,
How we fight one another.
 And how sad of a song it
 Is that not much has changed since.
You who sang of how you drank 
Emu — that white liquid gift 
Offered to us by the gods, 
And which Orunmila him-
Self drank as he molded man 
 Out of clay — until you be-
 Came that which you drank, let your
Voice become a river of 
Palm wine and we'll drown and drink 
Until we are no longer 
What we went into the night 
With. The night is drear, this is
 True. But King, sing us into 
 The new dawn we all have been
Impatiently waiting for.
I hear you and your warning: 
Tell the son of the hunter 
To not walk in the valley…
But our leaders won’t stop 
 Driving us. Whether backwards
 Or forward, I too don't know.

NOTES:
Before the name change to Power Holding Company of Nigeria, National 
Electric Power Authority (abbreviated NEPA) was an organization governing the 
use of electricity in Nigeria.

The Ghazal, mostly in the voice of Fela, takes words and phrases from the 
following songs: Colonial Mentality, Suffering and Smiling, Viva Nigeria, Cross  
Examination, Mr. Follow Follow, You Gimme Shit I Give You Shit, Army 
Arrangement and Movement of the People Political Statement Number One. 
Additionally, there are quotes from/allusions to moments in The Holy Bible.
 
Still very much a work in progress, the Nigerian Sonnet as I conceived it is a 
poem with 7 lines, each containing 7 syllables (as a representation of the 7 letters 
in NIGERIA). A Crown of Nigerian Sonnets then is a sequence in any multiple 
of 3 (i.e. 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, etc.) as a representation of the Nigerian flag, which is 
divided into three. As conceived, the Crown is primarily – though I assume it 
won’t always be – written for/about/to a Nigerian with royal ties (or perhaps, 
someone of Nigerian descent considered by the author to be deserving of that 
kind of honor.) The poem’s epigraph is a lyric from a King Sunny Ade song, 
from the album Ekilo Fomo Ode, translated: “This Nigeria belongs to us all. It 
should not experience decay.” Other songs from the album are also referenced in 
the poem. 



MORE 
POETS:
Lip Manegio
Lip Manegio is a queer, trans nonbinary performance poet currently based in Boston where they are 
working towards a BFA in creative writing at Emerson College. Their work has appeared in or is 
forthcoming from Winter Tangerine, Freezeray Poetry, Crab Fat Magazine, the minnesota review, & 
elsewhere. They were a member of the 2018 Emerson CUPSI team, a finalist at the 2018 Capturing Fire 
International Queer Poetry Slam & Summit, and are an organizer for the Emerson Poetry Project. 

Zac Pacleb
Zac Pacleb is a multimedia sports journalist from Las Vegas, Nevada. Pacleb became interested in poetry 
and creative writing in high school, but he didn’t act on that interest until his senior year at Arizona 
State University, where he studied journalism. After taking an introduction to poetry course, Pacleb 
continued to work on the form, enjoying the creative flexibility it provided in contrast to the day-to-day 
grind of journalism. 

Shane Lake
Shane Lake is the author of The Bone Trees, a digital chapbook from BOAAT Press. His work has 
appeared in Best New Poets 2017, Beloit Poetry Journal, New Ohio Review, Indiana Review, and 
elsewhere. He lives and teaches in Oklahoma City. 

Bola Opaleke
Bola Opaleke is a Pushcart Prize-nominated poet. His poems have appeared or forthcoming in a 
few Journals like Frontier Poetry, Rising Phoenix Review, Writers Resist, Rattle, Cleaver, One, The 
Nottingham Review, The Puritan, The Literary Review of Canada, Sierra Nevada Review, Dissident 
Voice, Poetry Quarterly, The Indianapolis Review, Canadian Literature, Empty Mirror, Poetry Pacific, 
Drunk Monkeys, Temz Review, St. Peters College(University of Saskatchewan) Anthology (Society 2013 
Vol. 10), Pastiche Magazine, and others. He holds a degree in City Planning and lives in Winnipeg MB.  
www.bolaopaleke.com



Tayo Omisore
Tayo Omisore is a poet, singer-songwriter, and new graduate of the University of Maryland. His work has 
appeared in Afropunk, Up The Staircase Quarterly, and Stylus. He is currently somewhere forgetting to 
drink enough water.

Bernadette McComish
Bernadette McComish teaches high school and performs with the Poetry Brothel, Melrose Poetry Bureau, 
and the Poetry Society of New York. Her chapbook, The Book of Johns, is forthcoming in 2018 from 
Dancing Girl Press. She won first prize for faculty writing while an adjunct at CUNY’s New York 
City College of Technology, and her poems have been published in The Cortland Review, Sunday Salon, 
Hakol, Hospital Drive, Slipstream, Storyscape, Rag Queen Periodical, Flapper House, deluge, and I was 
a finalist for the New Millennium Writers 41st Poetry Prize.

Alice Hall
Alice Hall is a poet and educator based in Portland, Oregon. They are a 2018 Tin House Summer 
Workshop participant and their work is published and/or forthcoming from The Cardiff Review, 
DIAGRAM, and elsewhere. They teach writing and poetry at Portland State University and Portland 
Community College. twitter: @hgtvdeathdrive

torrin a. greathouse
torrin a. greathouse is a genderqueer trans womxn & cripple-punk from Southern California. Her work 
is published/forthcoming in Poets.org, Bettering American Poetry, Muzzle, Redivider, BOAAT, Waxwing, 
& The Offing. She is the author of two chapbooks, There is a Case That I am (Damaged Goods, 2017) & 
boy/girl/ghost (TAR Chapbook Series, 2018). When they are not writing, their hobbies include pursuing a 
bachelor’s degree, awkwardly drinking coffee at parties,& trying to find some goddamn size 13 heels.

Lauren Saxon
Lauren Saxon is a 20 year-old student at Vanderbilt University. She was born and raised in Cincinnati, 
Ohio and writes mostly about her experiences with race and identity. Lauren is studying mechanical 
engineering, but writes and performs spoken word poetry every chance she gets.



conversation between 
gerard way and my 
dysphoria
Lip Manegio

(in which the part of gerard way is played by erasures of his own lyrics)

I never thought it’d be this way
Just me and you, we’re here alone
And if you stay, all I’m asking for is
A thousand bodies

i only ever asked for one body, one that lets me breathe right, and i guess i’ll chase it if i have to
You’re running after something
If this is what you want
Then fire at will

& you do know a fire can’t burn without fuel right
No I mean this every single day
So go if you can’t burn inside

& i’ve been twisting ember since i started sprouting & became a shape that couldn’t imitate you 
anymore you walk around in all that effortless androgyny how could you not think that you were 

feeding something -
If all my enemies threw a party
Would you light the candles?
Would you drink the wine

And sell your arteries
And buy my casket gown -

don’t pretend the smolder is a threat, how could you even know this heat through all that skin -
How I’m a total wreck and almost every.
Like the firing squad or the mess you made,
Well, don’t I look pretty walking down the street.
In the best damn dress I own?

If you were here I’d never have a fear.
you say
We are young and we don’t care. (oh whoa ow)
Your dreams and your hopeless hair r. (oh whoa ow)
We never wanted it to be this way -

have you heard yourself lately you sound just like my mother bringing up my age do you want to 13



see all the hair shed into bathroom sinks the dye spent on this shock do you know how much i’ve bled do you want 
me to show you this body’s hips do you want to see the scars do you know -

Well, Mother, what the war did to my legs and to my tongue,
You should’ve raised a baby girl,
I should’ve been a better son,
If you could coddle the infection
They can amputate at once.
You should’ve been -

tell me again all the things i should have been about how i have torn things so far apart and then tell me how i 
should’ve been better what do you know -

I think you’re beautiful, too
Get up, get out, and be social,
We can’t pretend we won’t go
You rise in your heart when you’re breathing,
So I think I might go
Just breathe in and blow,
It’s awful, you know,
When we dream we all shake,
I think he’s in love
With what you’re thinking of,
It’s liveable,
Grey hairs are visible,
I’m kind of miserable, too -

i get it you think you understand this rot but you move with all that swagger in your hips in a bulletproof vest how 
could you hurt what proof do you have -

You got blood on your money
You got some mud in your eye.
I mean this every single day
So go if you can’t burn inside
‘Cause the world don’t need
Another hopeless cause -

too late the drip already started don’t you know i try to find you in every reflection do you know how many mirrors 
i’ve blotted myself out of

I’ll give you all the nails you need, 
Cover me in gasoline, 
And would you pray for me?
(You don’t know a thing about my sins
Or make a saint of me?
(You don’t know
So I’m burning I

would you make a martyr of the way i die in so many people’s mouths listen i wish i could stop the scorch but what 
do you want me to do -

Trust, you said
Who put the words in your head
And we can settle this affair
If you would shed your yellow take my 
solve the mystery of laceration gravity
This riddle of revenge please understand it has to be this way



Dollar Menu
Zac Pacleb
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The darkness accompanying a fast-food parking lot
conceals a lot of flaws the same way my smile 
provides blanket coverage for my eyes, which tend
to scream for help. But in my car sitting idle in the
dark lot, I can quietly unwrap something to sink my
teeth into, and after a long night feeding souls, the
conversation between my mouth and a cheapass
burrito is the only sure thing in my mind. Never mind 

the beans and cheese dripping out of the bottom of what
is supposed to hold it all together; everything is ending
up in the same place anyway. There is power resting in 
a hasty decision to break off from the route home to 
indulge in nothing good for almost nothing spent and
of the impulses that drip through my well-trained brain,
this is one of the few I can live to rationalize the next morning.

Mornings spent learning there is as much to learn 
as there is to resist; 
believing in the good of a kiss on the cheek at home is
also to acknowledge the cold middle of a reheated
bowl of leftovers you’d brought back to your apartment-
Like noting the difference between laughing at your best friend 
burning their tongue on a Hot Pocket at midnight and 
cursing to yourself at a volume only accompanied by the same moment
when you’re alone and that snack is now actually just your dinner
for the fifth night in a row. 

So I let the music shuffle its way into another forgettable
night, one that happens a little too often, and I know I won’t
feel great when the sun rises, but I cannot see those
problems just yet- Only my hands, which I try not to bite.



Before We Go any 
Further, Let’s Be
Shane Lake
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“Have one more,” my work friend said, holding the bottle
out like a life raft, his wife snoring

on the other couch, drunk
off too-strong vodka sodas or just bored

with our dumb banter, the fight long over,
 another easy win for Mayweather. 

We went outside so he could smoke
 and something about the way the street-lamp 

lit his face behind the haze made him 
seem taller. That’s when it happened,

when he said, “You know I love you, right?”
 and I just laughed because I barely knew him,

because I did not know he meant “I could
 love you,” that he needed a friend

as badly as I did, and the only difference
 hanging between us in that thick silence

was that he knew it. I’ve lived believing
 objects move away from each other

more easily than they come together,
 which sounds like physics but really 

is just an excuse to be lonely.
 Maybe I’ve always been afraid to love

another man, and maybe that’s why
 all my old friends have disappeared

from my life like ice in a glass,
 why I think the perfect night is a canceled plan,

the best friend one who leaves you alone.
 “I know,” I said, if only to breathe,

to clear my throat after chugging my beer,
 a signal that I’d better get going, one 

he obliged by flicking his cigarette 
 into the street drain with the easy coolness

of a man who is used to breathing
 in such late hours where possibility builds

like humidity. We hugged much longer
 than we would have sober,

then I sat in my car for over an hour
 trying to come down, the smell of his smoke

so strong on me I nearly had to spit it out.
 And because the universe likes to give us 

truths we know better than to invent, the radio
 played that Whodini song where they sing

“Friends. How many of us have them? 
 Friends. Ones we can depend on.” I turned it off, 

started the car, drove home sweating
 and seeing double. 



BECAUSE THE BODY 
KNOWS WHAT 
IT KNOWS
Bola Opaleke
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This is how / the body / makes
Its own song / first it looks / for a thing
That jingles / a thing / that follows
The rhythm / of the heart / like
The blood / follows / the rhythm
Of its runnel / swaying its waists
To every music / molded / by the vein

Yes / the body / finds the bones
A / perfect percussionist / it becomes
Its own / drum set / like Mozart
On the piano / the skin / beat at it
Run the sticks / all over it / to the
Admiration / or not / of the soul
Every noise / get filtered / into

A symphony / in the body / on its floor
But because/ not / all music makes
The feet / move / the body knows
That / knows there are / dirges too
The melodies / of which / speak
Only to tears / a thing / so abundantly
Stored up / where the body / can drink

And forget / anything / that has ever
Make it danced / or makes it / to
Never / want to dance / to its own song.



So it’s summertime, right
Lauren Saxon
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I can tell cause 
the number of black girls with 
fresh braids and
white toenails 
is rising with the temperature
I’m reading insta captions about
socks on concrete and  jolly rancher kids
in Chance the Rapper’s voice, and
our first community barbecue 
was christened by a white woman’s 
ceremonial 911 call which 
means, it’s summertime, right?
So I go through my checklist 
like— 
Yeah, I can sneak in the country club pool today
No, I don’t wanna get my hair wet
and no,
this year I won’t laugh 
when Becky runs up to me, beaming 
because look
She’s so tan, she’s almost 
as dark 
as I am
No, I won’t let her grip my 
wrist the way she manipulated
her American Girl Dolls 
Won’t let her 
bend it like 
Barbie 
until she makes a 
Venn diagram of our forearm skin tones 
I think this year 
I will match her enthusiasm 
Inflect my voice the way she does 
and say 
OMG, I like, totally hope you don’t get pulled over for no reason 
Or
HAHA right?? Be SO careful walking into your own home
Maybe even
WOW, you are dark! Time to start working twice as hard, lol

I’ll remind her that she’s still not oppressed 
That she can still fall asleep 
in her university common room
That she can’t say nigga
here or there 
She can’t say nigga
anywhere!
She cannot always 
sing along
Even if 
it’s in a song, this —
is summertime, right?
Defending our melanin, poolside
Needing master’s permission for 
barbecues and lemonade stands
This summer
little black boys will
tear up their socks on concrete,
running home like their life depends on beat-
ing the streetlight

Because it does.



Cover of Paramore’s 
Told you so
Tayo Omisore

For all I know/the sky could fold a skirt over her head/and drop a rapture right where the clouds 
split their wigs/the more hands that touch me/the quicker I become accustomed to 
disappearing/each bed I crawl into keeps a piece of me as collateral/my room is a body shop/and
someone is trying yet again/to make a ride out of all this scrap metal/something about this is so 
college to me/not in the we are infinite bullshit/but in this is exactly what I came here for/the tilted
joint/in the Y of an almost lover’s hand/moonlight stinging 2 naked bodies/coated in the sounds of 
21st century covers of 80s pop songs/Saved by the Bell prepared me for this very moment./Yet I am 
reminded/in the middle of silences not quite broken by heavy breathes/that my favorite 
moments/of the album/is when I realize/that it is a Paramore album in name only./Everything is 
new about this feeling/except the reasons I came across it./The only similarity between this album 
and Riot!/is that I am sad over a girl/and writhing with some kind of youth I think will inhabit me 
forever./ I tell her I know spanish/and aren’t I my sexiest when/I’m anxious to wear someone else’s 
tongue/eager to undress myself into another’s skin./I know you like when I admit that /I was 
wrong and you were right./At least I have the decency/to try to keep my cool when I’m thrown into 
a fire./At least I have the manners to hang my broken limbs over a platter/watch her lick her 
lips/and say I told you so.
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Pat Benatar Best Shots
Bernadette McComish

In the TGI Fridays parking lot 
we sang we are strong. We were 
teenagers, finally able to drive 
after 9. We were invincible—
it wasn’t a song from a movie.

We drove in purple rain on acid, flipped 
a car into a ditch. It was a bloody road 
and the mystery was how we escaped for years 
unscathed by the waiting for an answer. 

At 5:46 in the morning answers smelled 
like teen spirit, we belonged to the night 
and thought no hit, no shot, could stop us from shout, 
shout, shouting out that no amount of lithium 
would bring back snow days, peeling clementines, 
watching horror films, and falling asleep together.

It was my birthday and seventeen seemed like a good age
to learn that hell was for children like us. We made 
promises in the dark with every intention to fall in love. 



PATHÉTIQUE
Alice Hall

We used to play this game  see if you can fit the entire scroll of a violin inside your mouth 
lips cupped forward over teeth  the way you suck dick without biting

here’s the distinct moment of panic where I realize: 

Daniel Barenboim himself conducts the Dresden Philharmonic  Mozart’s Symphony No. 41  “Jupiter” 
that invocation often enough but not

tonight: the Mozart an essay I couldn’t read  cold like theory, mechanical through theme and variation  
almost as if  I was starting to see the future  see myself  beyond this moment, listening,  
afraid I take notes  forgetting but knowing I’d be beyond it   all I hear is the repeats

you had a boyfriend he said TCHAIKOVSKY IS JUST MOZART WITH MORE DISTORTION

but Tchaikovsky makes sense to people because he’s vulnerable gay poisoned  unmistakably Russian 
 they come to this music vulnerable too unsure of how  waiting for instructions:

but Tchaikovsky doesn’t mediate doesn’t transition it’s all   guts––  literal guts–– spleens 
  hearts   blood, even Brahms  makes you think with your feet––

it’s not that you don’t  have to work   for Tchaikovsky he’s silk   he is placed in your fingers  
at the drive-thru the up-bowed beat  he is
 definitively capable   but the audience claps 

after the VIVACE, not the ADAGIO   and it slips out  of my hands at the window
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Requiem on 
Burning Piano
after Yosuke Yamashita’s “Burning Piano, 2008” 

torrin a. greathouse

“Something unknown and inexpressible in words makes itself felt when a thing 
having a form crumbles and falls into oblivion.”          -Kawade Shinsha

March 2008, renowned jazz pianist Yosuke Yamashita sits and begins  to play a burning piano, mere inches
from the water of the Mukiura coast.
Calls this instrument made pyre or body or casket containing itself  both foe and lover. His song a battle 
against consumption. The fire unable
to escape becoming, again, the mouth.
And how like the mouth to swallow its own song, how like the stomach to protest its own hunger, and how
the body snarls and     snaps 
inter-
     rupts the melody. He calls this speech with a primal god. To make music from a body breaking. To
dance within the slow collapse
of form. How the voice breaks
most when the body is growing. How survival becomes        a kind 
of mourning.     How art is
     consumption by
any other     name. How both piano and audience      gathering  of slack-jawed gaping mouths
          have come to
swallow
               him. Each string strains then splits     like ligament separating from bone. Song
reduces     from melody
to percussion          from percussion          to an empty jaw
     a fist-
ful           of black
-end     teeth.


